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equities for many investors. But as rates rise, reasonable alternatives are starting to emerge.

VIVEK PRABHU explains.

Bond yields look better than equities for first time in a decade

Defensive assets offer real alternative to equities

Find out about Perpetual’s Diversified Income Fund

DEFENSIVE assets like Australian credit and government bonds are offering a yield premium

over equities for the first time in more than a decade, presenting an attractive opportunity for

investors, says Perpetual’s Vivek Prabhu.

A decade of low rates saw investors coin the acronym TINA – ‘There Is No Alternative’ – to

explain why equities continued to rise.

But with the prospect of sustained high interest rates as central banks struggle to control

inflation, a new acronym is on the rise – TARA: There Are Reasonable Alternatives.

“Ever since the GFC, there has been a running joke about cash offering ‘return free risk’,

because you’re getting almost zero in terms of yields and you were taking on some investment

risk to do that,” says Prabhu, Perpetual’s head of fixed income.

“So, the term that was coined was the TINA trade.

“But now, there are real alternatives to equities – it really does change the equation.”

More rate rises likely: RBA

New RBA governor Michelle Bullock addressed the challenge facing Australia in a recent

speech, saying inflation was increasingly “homegrown and demand driven”, suggesting a need

for further monetary policy tightening.

“She was arguing that if inflation was simply the product of global supply disruptions or other

price rises, then monetary policy has little influence.

“But as inflation is actually a result of strong domestic demand, then the RBA has some more

work to do in terms of lifting interest rates,” says Prabhu.

“For floating rate credit, that means the trajectory is looking even more positive.”

Portfolio implications

Australians have a traditional love affair with equities and property and as a result can be

underweight fixed income investments.

Total allocation to fixed income in superannuation is relatively low by global standards at 13 per

cent, partly as a result of the defined contribution nature of super which encourages investment

in long term growth.
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But Prabhu says the yields on offer from credit are now comparable to returns available in higher

risk assets.

The yield on 10-year Australian government bonds has been higher than the dividend yield on

the ASX200 since September 2023. The last time this was true was July 2011.

The Perpetual Diversified Income Fund’s running yield has exceeded the ASX200 dividend yield

since December last year, while the RBA cash rate at 4.35 per cent is the highest it has been

since November 2011.

“In floating rate credit especially, the return prospects for the coming year are quite strong,” says

Prabhu.

“The reason for that is as interest rates rise, the income generated on a floating rate portfolio

rises as well, without that inverse relationship (between capital value and market yields) you

have with fixed rate bonds.

“So, the capital is pretty stable and you’re getting higher income generation – it’s the best of

both worlds.”

Protection against economic downturn

Fixed income is also relatively attractive as the risk of a global economic downturn triggered by

rising interest rates threatens earnings from equities.

Returns on a floating rate credit fund are a function of the RBA cash rate and movements in

credit premiums, the additional returns investors receive over a risk-free investment.

Prabhu says credit premiums are back at long term historical averages after a trough post GFC,

which means investors are getting better compensated for risk.

“Right now, both of those things are looking pretty healthy.”

This provides an opportunity for investors to switch some of their equity holdings into fixed

income to provide a buffer against market volatility, says Prabhu.

“You get a good return for low risk and retain the optionality to rotate back into growth assets

should equities sell off,” he says.

Have your cake – and eat it too

“Traditionally equities are high risk – and you expect a high risk premium. But for the first time in

a decade, defensive assets like Australian credit and government bonds are offering a yield

premium above equities,” says Prabhu.

“As in investor, you’re getting to have your cake and eat it too, because you’re getting a good

return for a defensive asset above what a riskier asset is offering.”
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About Perpetual’s Credit and Fixed Income team

Perpetual offers a range of cash, credit and fixed-income solutions and are specialists in

investing in quality debt.

We take a highly active approach to buying and selling credit and fixed income securities and

invest extensively across industries, maturities and the capital structure.

Find out more about Perpetual’s Credit and Fixed Income capabilities

Want to find out more? Contact a Perpetual account manager

This article has been prepared by Perpetual Investment Management Limited (PIML) ABN 18 000 866 535,

AFSL 234426, as the issuer of the Perpetual Diversified Income Fund ARSN 601 199 035 (Fund).

It is general information only and is not intended to provide you with financial advice or take into account your

objectives, financial situation or needs. You should consider, with a financial adviser, whether the information

is suitable for your circumstances. To the extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or

damage as a result of any reliance on this information. The information is believed to be accurate at the time

of compilation and is provided in good faith. It may contain information contributed by third parties. PIML

does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of any information contributed by a third party.

Forward-looking statements and forecasts based on information available at the time of writing and may

change without notice. No assurance is given that the forecast will prove to be accurate, as future events may

impact actual results and these could differ materially from those anticipated. Any views expressed in this

article are opinions of the author at the time of writing and do not constitute a recommendation to act.

The product disclosure statement (PDS) for the Perpetual Diversified Income Fund, issued by PIML, should

be considered before deciding whether to acquire or hold units in the Fund. The PDS and Target Market

Determination can be obtained by calling 1800 022 033 or visiting our website www.perpetual.com.au.

No company in the Perpetual Group (Perpetual Limited ABN 86 000 431 827 and its subsidiaries) guarantees

the performance of any fund or the return of an investor's capital. No allowance has been made for taxation

and returns may differ due to different tax treatments. Past performance is not indicative of future

performance.
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